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It may be well to state at the outset that this book review is written
only because the reviewer was bludgeoned into it by the excellence of
the book itself. Having dipped into it once or twice for reference, we
got the habit, and these notes are the result. Possibly nostalgia may
have had something to do with our constant use of the book. This
reviewer's clients employed an unvarying mode of approach, not peculiar
to the particular group, but apparently characteristic of the genus client.
They first described what they wanted to do. They then wanted to
know how much it would cost to do it, not in fees but in taxes, and
how extensive would be the governmental supervision involved. This
characteristic has not been overlooked by the editors. Business today,
for better or worse, is inextricably mixed with certain phases of what
is known as "government." To put it more precisely, the accomplish-
ment of a business object of any magnitude is now utterly dependent
upon compliance with a regulatory system of supervision or control.
Whether we are horrified or gratified by this development is beside the
point. Its existence must be recognized because it is shaping the conduct
of business. At one time it may have been true that taxation and regu-
latory legislation were subjects apart. It is true no longer. Today the
organization and conduct of a business enterprise are governed in large
measure by the tax and regulatory burdens appurtenant to the projected
organization and the contemplated conduct. This being the case, any
modern treatment of the subject should indicate, though possibly not
develop, such potentialities of the various legal devices under examina-
tion in parallel columns with legal permissibility and economic desir-
ability. The editors, we believe, have done so admirably, preserving a
nice sense of balance. As to taxation, the detailed study of its theory
is presumably left to the usual course in taxation and there are, obviously,
many phases of a beginner's corporations course wherein taxation ques-
tions are either absolutely foreign or practically remote. It is difficult
to wring reasonable taxation problems out of much of a beginner's
material, and, at the other extreme, some corporation tax problems
would seem far too involved for consideration in the time available for
such work. Between the poles, however, lies a vast area of taxation
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problems both pertinent to the subject matter and feasible of treatment.
Thus we find the editors' inclusion of materials relative to the com-
parative tax burden as between partnerships and corporations, the taxa-
tion of a business trust as a corporation, the taxability of stock dividends,
or capital gains and losses, taxation upon stock transfers, and other
problems.

As to materials dealing with present-day regulatory legislation,
again there is a need for the exercise of sound judgment. It would be
easy to stress unduly for the purposes of a beginner's course, the scope
and activities of the Securities and Exchange Commission. It has a
great significance aside from its practical operation, but after all it may
be but a detail of a much larger canvas, to the study of which we cannot
well devote a great deal of the time allotted to the subject corporations.
The workings of this body are as adequately studied, it is believed, as
is possible in view not only of the present stage of the art, but also of
the insistent demands of competitors for space and time. We have no
wish to over-emphasize the treatment of these quasi-public questions.
The point to be noted from their mention is that Professors Ballantine
and Lattin have published a book that is a masterpiece of realistic treat-
ment of the subject. These straws show, etc.

This is not a casebook for an "integrated" business course. We
have heard of the process of "integration" in computing the orbits of
the celestial bodies and the trajectories of long-range shells, but the
employment of the term with respect to a pot-pourri of law-school
courses leaves us a bit on the befuddled side, as may be judged. Maybe
the term serves the same function as calling a beginning teacher's first
years his period of "interneship," or maybe we can, by the employment
of words with a mathematical smell, approach a little closer to the
heavenly goal of certainty, if not in the law itself at least in the teaching
of the law. At any rate, we have heard much in recent years of the
integrated business course-a telescopic combination of agency, part-
nerships, business trusts, joint stock associations, and corporations. They
have in common, it is true, that they are forms of business activity, but
if that fact alone justifies a so-called "integration" it would be logical
to divide our law into two great branches-the law of business and the
law of philanthropic enterprises, i.e., no-business. The only similarity
between the problem of the corporate entity, and, say, the problem as
to when a business trustee becomes a "mere" agent, is that they both
may be presented in the conduct of business. If this be justification for
their integration, we should treat the embezzlement of a bank's funds,
the lease of its building, and the validity of the directors' action in
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electing the new chairman of the board in the same course. All are
business problems. It cannot be said, we think, that this is altogether
absurd. But however desirable it may be for those enjoying sweeping
perspectives, is it feasible to teach the law in such a way? Those of us
feeling that in this instance, at least, the old way is the best way find
some comfort in the fact that scholars of such eminence as Professors
Ballantine and Lattin have not produced an "integrated" casebook.
This is not to say that there is no virtue in integration. It all depends
upon what is integrated. The integration of all business units, trusts,
partnerships, and what-not seems to this reviewer to be born of the
classroom rather than of market practice. But there is an integration,
it might be ventured, that possibly merits study-that of corporations
and a reasonable portion of the regulatory and taxation problems related
to the conduct of business in this form. As things have now shaped
themselves, the problems of the business unit and such problems cannot
be disentangled.

The editors' treatment of ultra vres merits considerable attention.
Within the memory of lawyers now practicing and far from graybeards,
it may be added, a substantial, not to say major, portion of the orthodox
course on corporation law as actually taught consisted of a study of the
ultra vires doctrine. In the work under review, the subject is covered
comprehensively in not much over five percent of the book. It should
not casually be assumed, however, that the diminution in space has been
effected by the jettison of essential materials. The fact of the matter
is that the editors have wrung out the hoary hocus-pocus and have made
liberal use of explanatory and provocative text material, to which, as
a pedagogical device, reference is hereafter made. Ultra oires is a fading
star. Realistic approach, as in the instant case, has tended to diminish
its brilliance. And the corporate activities of Miss Gloria Swanson are
not without significance. We owe her much, those of us of the passing
generation, for arts beyond the scope of this review, but her contribution
to the doctrine of ultra vires may well be regarded as her outstanding
achievement. For when Miss Swanson' incorporates her New York
cinema venture, and the young man in the back room drafting her
charter lavishly includes grants of power to Miss Swanson not only
to produce and distribute motion pictures, but also to manage estates,
buy tenements and hotels, conduct a general contracting business, and
deal in stone, brick, hardware, and other building materials, something
significant has been spotlighted in the goings-on in the ultra vires field.

'As reported in the December, 1938, issue of Fortune Magazine. This assumption

of the primary aim is, of course, conjectural. It may have been, in fact, to become a
hardware dealer. If so, the grant of power to produce ballets is equally interesting.
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Possibly one may be permitted to speculate if ultra vires may not some
day leave our ken because of the very difficulty of finding an ultra vires
act as draftsmen become increasingly prodigal with the blank checks
handed them by beneficent legislatures.

At the risk of prolonging this review beyond reasonable limits,
mention must be made of certain additional portions of the treatment.
We have wallowed for years in a morass of stated capital, legal capital,
capital stock, stock of capital, capitalization and just plain capital. If
this bog is ever to be drained, it will have to be done, apparently, by the
groups now in school and those to follow. We of the older generation
haven't done so well with it. The wealth of material quoted, discussed,
and cited in this casebook shows not only a lively appreciation of the
legal problem (that was to be expected of Professors Ballantine and
Lattin), but it also shows a thoroughgoing appreciation of the accounting
problem, and if the thing is ever going to be licked, the lawyers and the
accountants will have to meet on common ground. Hand in hand with
the incisive treatment of this topic runs the chapter following, of far-
above-average quality, that dealing with the purchase by a corporation
of its own shares and the reduction of legal capital. The practicing law-
yer could well afford to add this book to his office library if for no other
reason than the excellence of the treatment of the capital margin require-
ment and related topics.

We noted with considerable interest that the famous Old Dorinion
case has been shunted from its usual post of honor at page ten or there-
abouts to page 630, where it immediately follows a case concerned with
the pursuit of a Missouri no-par shareholder. In other words, it has
been moved from its chronologically determined position to its rightful
place in a chapter on all liabilities arising out of the issue of shares-
liabilities of shareholders and directors as well as those of promoters. A
word or more of caution has always been in order about this time in
the course-a warning not to confuse several analagous fact situations
which are governed by entirely different "rules"-for instance, not to
confuse the promoter's liability to individual purchasers for fraudulent
misrepresentation with his liability to creditors for over valued properties.
The comprehensive treatment here employed should obviate that diffi-
culty and prove most helpful to both the student and the instructor. The
same general observation applies to a most valuable chapter of funda-
mental changes in the corporate organization, where we find gathered
under one roof a wealth of material not susceptible of the most thorough
treatment, in this reviewer's opinion, unless considered as a unit.

The use of statutory material is, happily, restrained. The problem
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of the proper use of the statutes in a corporation course can only be
described as a first class headache. The need for it defies superlatives.
Yet no power short of actual physical compulsion will drive a student
to read more than ten successive lines of such stuff. If the statutes are
placed before the cases, they're skipped. If placed afterwards, they're
stale. Sprinkle concentrated statutory excerpts lightly among the case
material and we make a little progress, possibly the maximum available
without recourse to medieval modes of persuasion. It may be more
than a coincidence that this is the method employed by Professors
Ballantine and Lattin.

The usefulness of the work, and its scope, are vastly increased by
three devices: the careful intra-chapter segregation of materials which
goes far to prevent an initial and often disastrous scrambling of ideas,
by the judicious employment of text material, and by the keying to
significant clauses of the reported cases themselves additional comment,
further case elaboration, and law review discussion. The textual mate-
rial finds frequent use in "Introductory Notes" as new matter is pre-
sented. As to these devices, indeed, we might well pause and reflect.
The teaching of law (and hence the production of casebooks therefor)
has for years had a considerable formalism. Granted that Professor
Langdell had a great idea, so did Gomberg, but that doesn't mean that
we plunge an organic chemist of even considerable experience into the
intricacies of a possibly trivalent carbon atom before he has served his
apprenticeship with the usual quadrivalent. We lay a foundation, we
prepare the way, we acclimatize, we condition and we adjust. Not so
the classical alw-school approach. Is it time to take up stockholders'
derivative suits? Bang! A case on it, a case plunging the student into
the heart and center of an introcate problem before he even knows why
this problem is unique, or what to look for in its solution. When a group
of our young midshipmen visits a foreign man-of-war of recent design,
they are advised what to look for-how have the rangefinder and end-
ports been protected, what has been done on the problem of the gunnery
plane storage? Can't we do as much for the student of law? Can't we
even tell him what to look for before he boards the new vessel? This
reviewer will quake and cringe in unison with the rest of the profession
at the charge of "spoon feeding" and we will stoutly insist with our
brethren that a healthy confusion will result in a fanatical thirst for
solution. Besides, it's a cinch to teach that way. We tried it once. The
only drawback was that the unadulterated joy, or something, in the
faces of the A students was blotted out by the reproach and dismay in
the faces of the C's and D's and we weakened. We soon lost our fear
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of making it too simple for the boys. We're not that good. And those
who are good, and Professors Ballantine and Lattin are among that
number, don't worry about it. Einstein apparently has no fear of laying
it out too cold. But maybe relativity is "harder" than the corporate
entity. Doubts are arising. Our time is short. Our problem is great.
Our capacities are feeble. Possibly we could do more without pauper-
izing.

One feature of the book completely baffles us: just why the editors
saw fit to ruin good problem material by printing it in the casebook. If
for the instructors who lack the imagination to make up their own, we
don't deserve such riches, at least without more explicit ponies. As far
as the students are concerned, the problem is a problem just once. After
that time it's history. The answer is written in the casebook for the
benefit of all who follow. And if it's written in wrong, you're just that
much worse off for the sanctity of the printed word apparently envelopes
the written. On the other hand, we will concede that any device that
will provoke student thought in preparation can not be lightly dismissed
and there is no denying that the inclusion of problem material does just
that. Our query relates to its continued efficacy.

And now the time has come for the flaws and faults. At this point
we must, to conform, hedge a little. Maybe it itsn't such a grand job
after all. Let's see, on page 13o, note 3, 34 Harv. L. Rev. 28 should
read 34 Harv. L. Rev. 288. The ritual is satisfied and we may, we
hope, depart in peace.

TALBOT SMITH,

Associate Professor of Law,
University of Missouri

LAW AND POLITICS - FELIX FRANKFURTER. Harcourt,
Brace and Company, New York, N. Y. 7939.

Referred to by the editors' as "occasional papers of Felix Frankfur-
ter," LAw AND POLITIcs-a collection of addresses, lectures, essays, and
articles-covers the quarter of a century immediately preceding his
ascension to the Supreme Bench. For this reason, Archibald MacLeish,
in his introduction, speaks of these writings as an "index to the American
future." The weight of this observation becomes increasingly clear as
the reader progresses article by article, and, when taken in conjunction
with Mr. Frankfurter's book, MR. JUSTICE HOLMES AND THE Su-

' Archibald MacLeikh and E. F. Prichard, Jr.


